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What is it?  
The natural greenhouse effect keeps our planet approximately 60° F warmer than it would be if we did not have 
the gases keeping the sun’s rays in our atmosphere and slowing down the re-radiation back into space. Water 
vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide are some of the gases responsible for this natural greenhouse 
effect. The natural greenhouse effect allows and protects life on this planet in a balanced system.  
 

Life as we live it today has a negative impact on natural greenhouse effect. Significant and unyielding trends in the 
way we live are changing the atmosphere of Earth. The unchecked use of fossil fuels, the staggering levels of 
deforestation, the exponential growth of the human population, and unchecked use of natural resources to 
maintain a consumer oriented life are intensifying the greenhouse effect significantly.  As more gases are produced 
and remain in our atmosphere, less of the sun’s radiation can re-radiate back into space. As a result, Earth’s climate 
is losing the natural balance and patterns of weather, e.g., increased occurrences and duration of droughts, 
excessive amounts and periods of rain, increasing number of devastating storms, and an increase in number of 
tornadoes in unusual locations. 
 

Scientists agree that a 2° C (3.6° F) in Earth’s temperatures will create significant and dangerous changes in 
weather patterns, and life-cycle systems on the planet. 
 

What is the controversy?  
The controversy about global climate change is not about whether it exists. The controversy is about the extent 
and speed of change that we will experience as a result of human-induced climate change. While it seems like a 
small change, 2° C (3.6° F) is the outer limit that Earth’s systems can tolerate without significant negative impact 
on biological systems and the environments that support life systems Life. The disagreement among scientists is 
in how quickly we will get there and what will result from the increase in Earth’s temperature. 
 

The predictions have been off…we are actually moving more quickly to the 2° C limit of change that the scientific 
community anticipated.  With this more rapid movement toward the 2° C (3.6° F) limit, we are seeing significant 
reductions in the Arctic Ice Shelf, melting of glaciers all over the world, and growth in weather pattern 
instability. 
 

What are the probable effects of climate change?  

All systems on Earth and in human societies are interdependent. Changes in the earth systems will influence 
other systems in anticipated and unanticipated ways. Most notably we will begin to see unstable weather 
patterns, more extreme storms, changes in land topography, desertification of certain areas and permanent loss 
of land due to higher sea levels.  We will see shifts in agriculture, insect migration patterns that will influence the 
spread of disease, and the extinction of plants and animal species. Human communities will need to handle 
natural disasters and shifting economic patterns.  
 

Who are the major offenders?  
Human Induced Climate Change is primarily the responsibility of large industrial nations and corporate industries 
who emit the majority of greenhouse gases (GHG).  These include: coal-fired power plants; industry 
(production/transportation of goods); agriculture (methane from large-scale animal operations, production and 
use of fertilizers and herbicides); deforestation (related to corporate farming) and consumer lifestyle habits in 
industrial nations.  
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